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1 .0 INTRODUCTION 

The object of this report is to illustrate the design adequacy of the 
containment liner for the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2.  
To this end, this documentary report describes the design of the liner, 
as well as the fabrication and erection procedures, to demonstrate ful-
fillment of the design criteria.  

The only element of the containment system which is being evaluated in 
this report is the steel liner. However, since the liner and surrouning 
c oncrete shell form an integral unit, by virtue of the attachment of the 
liner -to the concrete, it is not possible to completely divide these two 
elements. Therefore, in enumerating design criteria and methods of 
stress analysis employed both components are considered as a uni-t where 
applicable. This, in turn, helps to clarify their relationship and show 
the effect of the concrete on the steel liner.  

The following sections of this report enumerate the basic criteria that 
~were used, the analysis that was developed to satisfy these criteria, 
the various loading combinations under normal and postulated accident 
conditions (including seismic effects), and the fabrication, erection 
and testing procedures that were employed to ultimately construct the 
liner at the site.
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2.0 CRITERIA USED FOR DESIGN

2.1 PURPOSE OF LINER 

The purpose of the steel liner, which is attached to the inside face of 

the concrete shell , is to ensure a high degree of leak tightness in the 

event of an accident resulting in the loss of reactor coolant and 

potential release of radioactive material. The liner is attached to the 

con'crete by riieans of stud anchors so that if forms an i ntegral part of 

the entire composite structure under all loadings.  

2.2 DESIGN LOAD CRITERIA 

Th e loads considered in the design of the containment structure, which 

can create stresses within the component parts such as the liner, are 

enumerated below.  

2.2.1 DEAD LOAD 

Dead load includes the weight of the concrete walls, dome, base and 

internals, steel liner and insulation.  

2.2.2 LIVE LOADS 

The live loads consist of snow on the dome and major components or.  

equipment on the base. Snow loads are uniformly applied to the top 

surface uf the dome at an estimated value of £0 pounds per square foot 

of horizontal projection.  

2.2.3 INTERNAL PRLSSURE TRANSIENT 

The internal pressure transient used for the containment design indi

cated on the pressure-temperature transient curve is shown on Figure 

2.2.3-1. The incident pressure loau is based on the reference incident 

pressure of 47 psig as defined in the Final Safety Analysis Report, 

Section 5. This reference incident pressure c-ontains a 7.5 psig margin
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above the pressure peak calculated for the double-ended reactor coolant 
pipe break with engineering safeguards operating at reduced effective
ness on emergency diesel power.  

2.2.4 THERMAL EXPANSION LOADS 

Thermal expansion loads, due to an internal temperature increase caused 
by a loss-of-coolant accident, have been considered. This temperature 
increase versus time is shown on Figure 2.2.3-1 which indicates that the 
maximum temperature at the uninsulated section of the liner under acci
dent conditions is 247 0F. For loading conditions equivalent to 125 
percent and 150 percent of design pressure loading conditions, as shown 
on Figures 2.2.4-1 and 2.2.4-2 and as subsequently described in Section 
2.3.0, the corresponding liner temperatures will be 285°F and 306°F, 
respectively. The increased temperature design conditions defined above 
are calculated from the loss-of-coolant accident under the assumption 
that the maximum operating temperature at the start of the accident is 
120°F. The minimum external ambient design temperature, averaged over a 
24 hours period is -5°F.  

2.2.5 SEISMIC LOADS 

The design of the containment which is Class I structure utilizes the 
"response spectrum" approach in the anlaysis of the dynamic loads 
imparted by earthquake. The seismic design is based on the acceleration 
response spectrum curves, Figures 3.2.4.7.2-2 and 3.2.4.7.2-3 developed 
by G. Housner. Structural seismic accelerations have been computed as 
outlined in references 2 and 3.  

The ground acceleration for the design earthquake has been determined to 
be O.ig applied horizontally and O.05g applied vertically. These values 
have been resolved as conservative numbers based upon recommendations 
from Dr. Lynch, Director of Seismic Observatory, Fordham University.  

Additionally, an even greater hypothetical ground acceleration of O.15g 
horizontal and O.lOg vertical has been used to design for the no-loss
of-function, as defined in Section 2.4.
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2.2.6 WIND LOADS

The American Standards Association "American Standard Code Requirements 

for Minimum Design Loads in Buildings and Other Structures" 

(A 58.1-1955) designates the site as being in a 25 psf zone at ground 

level. In this code, for height zones between 100 and 499 feet, the 

recommended wind pressure on a flat surface is 40 psf. Correcting for 

the shape of containment by using a shape factor of 0.60, the recom

mended pressure becomes 24 psf. However, the State Building and 

Construction Code for the State of New York stipulates a wind pressure 

up to 30 psf on a flat surface for heights up to 300 feet. Therefore, 

in order to be conservative for design, a 30 psf basic wind load in used 

in ground level up.  

2.2.7 TEST LOADS 

An internal pressure of 54 psig (115 per cent of design pressure) will 

be applied to test the structual integrity of the vessel. This pressure 

will be held for a minimum of one hour.  

2.2.8 CONSTRUCTION LOADS 

A load equivalent to the weight of wet concrete, placed in sections 

during construction of the concrete dome, is used on the design of the 

stiffened dome liner plate.  

A construction live load of 50 psf is used on the design of the concrete 

dome but not concurrently with the snow load.  

2.2.9 PENETRATION LOADS 

The effects of the lateral loads due to thermal expansion of pipes at 

the liner penetrations have been investigated and considered in the 

design of the penetration sleeves and reinforcements discussed later.
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2.3 LOADINU COMfBINATIUN CRIIERIA 

The design of the containment system, including the liner, is based upon 
the limiting load factor concept as defined in Ref. 4. These load 
factors are the values by which loads will e multiplied under various 
combined loading conditions to provide assurance of tile overall elastic 
behavior of the structure. The use of tile load factor concept in the 
design and analysis of containment permits making a rational evaluation 
of the various individual types of loadings so as to provide a conser
vative method of combining sucn loads while assuring an adequate safety 
margin for the structure.  

This approach, with its use of proper coefficients, permits the designer 
to place the greatest conservatism on those loads most suoject to vari
ation and which most directly control the overall safety of the •Struc
ture. In the case of the containment structure maximum emphasis is.  
placed on accident and earthqJake or wind loads. However, tile structure 
is also designed to accominodate the normal dead and live loads (incl.ud
ing construction loads) as required by tile ACI iduilding Code.  

2.3.1 LOADING COMBI NATION EQUATIOiS 

The load factor philosophy employed in Ref. 4 is used co define three 
loading combinations, as represented by thefollowing equations; -these 
equations define the loading requirement of any structural element in 
the containment structure.  

a. c = 1.00 + .005L} + 1.5 P +.1.0 LF + TL] 

b. C = 1.0U + 0.J50 + 1.25 P + 1.0 [r' + TL'j + 1.25 E 

c. C= 1.00 + U.05L + 1.0 P + 1.0 [T" + FL"J + i.U E'
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Symbols used in these equations are defined as follows: 

C: Required load capacity of section.  

D: Dead load of structure 

Pe Incident pressure load 
T: Load due to maximum temperature gradient through the concrete 

shell and mat based upon temperature associated with 1.5 times 

incident pressure.  
TL: Load exerted by the exposed liner based upon temperature asso

ciated with 1.5 times incident pressure.  
TI: Load ude to maximum temperature gradient through the concrete 

shell and mat based upon temperatures associated with 1.25 times 

incident pressure.  
TL': Load exerted by the exposed liner based upon temperatures asso

ciated with 1.25 times incident pressure.  

E: Load due to acceleration from the design earthquake and includes 

the combination of horizontal and vertical components of 

acceleration.  

T" Temperature gradient load associated with design basis acci

dent.  

TL 'Load due to exposed liner at temperature associated with design 

basis accident.  
E':- Seismic load associated with the hypothetical earthquake.  

The magnitue of the various loads described above vary at different 
elevations of the containment liner. Tables 2.3-.1-1 through 2.3.1-6 

show the maximum composite loading values considered in the liner design 

for loading combination equations (a) (b) and (c), respectively, for 

either positions in the liner which represent typical or limiting points 

for loading and stress calculation as shown in Figure 2.3.1-1.  

With respect to Tables 2.3.1-1 through 2.3.1-6, the dead weight, the 

particular temperature and the accident pressure which when combined 

give the maximum structural loads for the factored load equation
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considered are shown in columns 3, 4 and 5 respectively.- The structural 
loads resulting from these inputs are shown in columns 6-10. The 
limiting points of interest where liner loads'and stresses are evaluated 

are shown in Figure 2.3.1-1.  

The containment design does not require the liner to carry any struc
tural loads. Therefore, in evaluating the adequacy of the liner, it-is 
necessary-only to investigate those loads imposed on the liner as a 
.result of compatible behavior with the effect of the reinforced concrete 
containment shell.  

2.3.2 ANALYTICAL ASSUMPTIONS 

In using the above equations to define the design loading conditions, 

the following assumptions have been made: 

1. The effects of wind pressure on the structure were investigated and 
compared to those resulting from earthquake in loading condition, 
(b). The results of the analysis show that the seismic loads 

.govern, being in all cases at least 20 times greater than wind load 
effects, therefore, seismic loads are used in the final analysis.  

2. The temperature gradient, T, through the complete containment wall 
prior to an accident is essentially linear and is a function of the 
internal operating temperature and the average external ambient 
temperature. Accident conditions mainly affect the.uninsulated 
liner since it is more closely exposed to the internal temperature 
than the bulk of the concrete. By the time the temperature of the 
concrete adjacent to the liner begins to rise significantly, the 
internal pressure and temperature in the containment have decayed 

somewhat from their maximum values. -The resultant maximum tempera
ture gradient is shown in Figure 2.3.2-1.  

The temperature effects described above induce stresses in the structure 
which are internal in nature; tension on the outside surface and com
pression on the inside surface of the shell [Figure 2.3.2-2(2)]; the
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resultant force is zero. Loading combinations [Figure 2.3.2-2(3)] con

current with these temperature effects may cause local stresses in the 

outside horizontal and vertical rows of bars to reach yield [Figure 
2.3.2-2(4)]; however, as local yielding is reached, any further load is 

transferred to the unyielding elements [Figure 2.3.2-2(5)].  

At the full yield condition, the magnitude of the final load resisted 

across a horizontal and vertical section remains identical to that which 

would be carried if the temperature effects were not considered. Thus, 

the overall carrying capacity of the structure and the factor of safety 

of the structural elements are not affected by the temperature 

gradient.  

The ability to satisfy load condition (a) indicates that the containment 

has the capacity to withstand loadings at least 50 percent greater than 

those calculated for the postulated loss-of-coolant accident alone.  

The ability to satisfy load condition (b) indicates that the containment 

has the capacity to withstand loadings at least 25 per cent greater than 
those calculated for the postulated loss-of-coolant accident with a 

coincident design earthquake.  

The ability to satisfy load condition (c) indicates that containment 

will accommodaie seismic loads of at least equal to those corresponding.  

to the response'of 0.15g horizontal and 0.10 vertical ground acceler

ations occurring simultaneously.  

2.4 STRESS CRITERIA 

2.4.1 GENERAL PHILOSOPHY 

The design stresss criteria for the liner is based on the philosophy 

that no gross deformation beyond the elastic limit occurs for all load

ing conditions defined previously.
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In this reinforced concrete structure, the design- limits for tension 

members (i.e., the capacity required for the design loads) are based 

upon ASTM specified minimum allowable stresses for reinforcing steel.  

This reinforcement has also been designed as that it is not subject to 

average stresses beyond the yield point across any section due to the 

factored loads.  

2.4.2 ADDITIONAL SAFETY.PROVISIONS REGARDING STRESSES 

As an additional safety factor, the allowable stress under any given 

load is reduced from the values referred to above by a capacity 
reduction factor, denoted as "0". This reduction provides for the 
possibility that small adverse variations in material strength, work

manship, dimensions, control and degree of supervision, while 

individually within required tolerances and the limits of good practice, 

occasionally may combine to result in undercapacity.  

The values of "0" (Reference 4, page 66) used for reinforced concrete 

are as follows:

Tension Members 

Flex ure 

Diagonal Tension, Bond 

and Anchorage

0.95 
0.90 

0.85

For principle compression and tension, the liner stresses are maintained 

below 0.95 specified minimum yield at normal operating temperature, 

i.e., 0.95 x 32,000 = 30,400 psi. For shear, the liner stresses are 

maintained below 0.6 specified minimum yield at normal temperature (The 

actual shear stresses are well below this limit). The actual propor

tioning of seismic shear between the liner and the concrete shell is 

dependent upon the-relative stiffness of the two elements. Conserva

tively assuming only the relative stiffness of the steel reinforcement 

in the concrete shell versus the stiffness of the liner approximately 30 

percent of the seismic shear could be transmitted into the line.
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The limiting case governing the contribution of shear stress to direct 

stress in the liner to determine the maximum principal compressive 

stress shows the liner capable of carrying 40 percent of the seismic 

shear before principal yield compression would be reachec. The liner 

plate material is ASTh A-422, Grade 60.  

In order to ensure elastic stability of the liner, anchorage to the 

concrete is provided (Reference 5). Detailed methods of anchorage are 

discussed in Section 3.1.  

For the Structural Proof Test (Describeo in L.2.7) membrane stresses are 

maintained within elastic limits.  

2.5 MISSILE PROTECTION 

High pressure reactor coolant systera equipment which coulci be the source 

of missiles is suitably shielded from impacting on the liner either by 

tile concrete shield wall enclosing the reactor coolant loops and pres

surizer or by the concrete operating floor to block any passage of 

missiles to the containment walls. A structure is provided for the 

control rod drive mechanism to block any missiles generated from 

fracture of the mechanisms.  

• 1S
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3.0 DESIGN AND STRESS ANALYSIS

3.1 DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

The reactor containment is a reinforced concrete shell in the form of a 
vertical right cylinuer with a hemispherical dome and a generally flat 
base, supported on rock. The inside surface of the structural concrete 

is lined with steel plate anchored in the concrete shell.  

The containment, which is shown on Figure 3.1.0-1, has cylindrical side 
walls which are 148 feet high measured from the horizontal liner plate 

on the base to the spring line of the dome and has an inside dianieter of 
.135 feet. The dome above the side walls has an inside radius of 

67'-6". The thickness of the reinforced concrete base is 5 feet, the 
side walls are 4'-6" and the dome thickness is 3'-6". The change in 
wal thickness of the come and the cylinder will be accoiplishea above 

the spring line such that the inside radius of the dome and cylinder 
will be equal. The bottom horizontal liner plate will be covered with 3 

feet of concrete, the top of which will form the floor of the contain

ment. The reactor cavity has as a minimum, 24 inches of concrete 

cover.  

Anchorage of the liner to the concrete shell is effected as shown on 

Figure 3.1.0-2 and described below.  

Attachment of the dome liner to the concrete is mace by a combination of 
structural steel tee sections welded to the exterior face of the dome 
plate in two directions at approximately five foot intervals and Nelson 

Studs which are provided between the tees. The liner for the cylinder 
portion of the concrete shell is anchored by means of Nelson Studs 
welded to the plate at 14 inches vertical spacing and 24 inches hori
zontal spacing on the 3/8 inch thick plate and 28 irches by 24 inches on 

the 1/2 inch thick plate. The first course of studs is approximately 18 
inches above the base slab. Results of the anlaysis performed for the 
base slab preclude the need for anchorage of the bottom horizontal liner
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plate to the concrete base. This is discussed further in Section 
3.2.4.3.  

The basic design concept for the liner utilizing stud •anchorage 

ductility assures that the studs fail due to shear, tension or bending 

stress without the stud connection causing failure or tearing of the 

liner plate.  

The design has also taken into consideration the possibility of daily 

stress reversals due to ambient temperature changes for the life of the 
plant. Fatigue limit of the studs, verified by extensive testing of the 

fatigue life of plates with stud sheer connectors (Reference 6), will 

exceed the design requirements. Morebver, to accommodate possible 

fatigue failure in the plate-to-stud weldment, the depth of weld to the 
liner plate is controlled (Reference 7) to avoid impairment of liner 

integrity.  

3.2 METHODS OF DESIGN ANALYSIS 

3.2.1 GENERAL 

The analytical model used in the uesign of the containment structure is 

based on the bottom mat, side walls and dome acting as one continuous 

structure under all possible loading conditions. The loads considered 

in the design result from gravity, internal pressure and temperature due 

to a loss-of-coolant accident, external earth pressure, earthquake, and 

wind as outlined previously in Section 2 and in the discussion that 

follows: 

Basically. three separate structural components are analyzed, each in 

equilibrium with loads applied to it and with constraints occurring at 
the juncture of the structures. lie three components shown on Figure 

3.2.1-1 are: 

a. The 135 ft. ID hemispherical dome 

b. The 135 ft. ID cylinder 

c. The base slab
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Mathematically, the dome and cylinder are treated as thin-walled shell 
structures which permits a membrane analysis (Reference 8). Since the 
thickness of the dome and cylinder is small in comparison with the 
radius of curvature (1/15) and there are no discontinuities such as 
sharp benus in the meridional curves, the stress due to pressure and 
wind or earthquake are calculated by assuming that they are uniformly 
distributed across the thickness. The base slab is treated as a flat 
circular plate supported on a rigid non-yielding foundation.  

3.2.2 ASSUMPTIONS 

In analyzing the dome and cylindrical portion of the containment 

structure the following basic assumptions are made: 

1. All membrane tensile stresses are assumed to be carried by the 
concrete reinforcement and none by the concrete. This statement 
reiterates a basic ground rule; namely, that the concrete will not 
be counted upon to resist stresses other than compression, bond and 
shear. However, to carry excessive shear loads radial shear rein
forcing in provided in the lower portion of the wall in the form of 
stirrups and bent up bars as shown on Figure 3.2.2-1. There is also 
further need for diagonal sheer reinforcing in the circumferential 
direction over the full height of the wall to resist earthquake 
shears. This aiagonal shear reinforcing is also used to accommodate 
the loads resulting from the 115 percent over pressure test as 
discussed in Section 3.2.4.8.  

2. Internal pressures cause circumferential and meridional tensile 
membrane stresses in the dome and cylinder as well as secondary 
radial moments and shears caused by discontinuities.  

3. Dead load results in compressive merioaional stresses and compres
sive and tensile circumferential membrane forces in the dome. The 
cylinuer walls will be in compression vertically, with no circum
ferential forces except for small forces at the spring line.
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4. Earthquake and wind will result in circumferential shear forces with 

the maximum force/foot parallel to the direction of motion. The 
overturning moment due to earthquake or wind forces will cause 

vertical forces in the wall and the maximum tensile and compressive 

forces 1800 apart in the direction of motion.  

3.2.3 SUMMARY RESULTS 

The stress values at different points in the liner due to the three 

loading conditions (a), (b), and (c) on the containment structure, des

cribed in Section 2, are summarized in Tables, 3.2.3-1 through 3.2.3-6, 

respectively. The results indicate that the calculated maximum liner 

stresses are in conformance with the criteria. In determining the final 

stress state both poisson ratio effects and elastic deformation of the 

concrete are considered.  

Column 3 through 9 of Tables 3.2.3-1 through 3.2.3-6 show the stresses 

resulting from individual load components of the factored load 

equations. In column 10 is found the total resultant liner stress 

considering the containment wall ridge, that is neglecting the 

deformation of the liner due to elastic straining of the concrete shell, 
and no poisson ratio effects. The stresses corrected for the 
interaction between liner and concrete shell are presented in column 11 

and final liner stress intensities including poisson ratio effects are 
shown in column 12.  

3.2.4 DETAILED ANALYSIS 

The above results are based upon detailed analysis of the containment 

components which are described in the following paragraphs.  

3.2.4.1 Dome Analysis 

Two loading conditions were considered in the design of the dome, con

struction loads and operating loads which take into account loading 

conditions (a), (b), and (c) previously discussed.
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3.2.4.1.1 Construction Loads

Erection of the concrete dome requires that the steel liner carry the 
load imposed by the wet concrete placed in sections.  

The method chosen is to stiffen the dome liner by use of structural tees 
used as ribs on the exterior of the plate. The stiffening ribs are 
arranged and proportioned to provide sufficient strength for the liner 
plate to carry the entire wet concrete load for a full thickness pour, 
without any internal supporting falsework.  

A complete set of design calculations (Reference 9) for this loading 
condition indicating reinforcements, maximum stresses, methods of con
struction, etc., prepared by General Analytics, Inc. are on file at 
Westinghouse in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Their analysis indicates that 
the dome liner, reinforced with the stiffening ribs, is capable of 
carrying the load of wet concrete during construction and the resulting 
stress are within the limits established by the criteria.  

The above resulting stresses are even more conservative than cal
culations indicate because the iiethod pouring the concrete will utilize 
an external fornwork system capable of supporting the load of the wet 
concrete, placed in a full thickness lift. Loading on the liner plate 
is transferred back through a grid system of form ties to the external 
formwork, thus relieving the loading on the liner.  

3.2.4.i.L Operating Loads 

Tlie analysis of the hemispherical dome is perfori)ed by the superposition 
of membrane forces resulting from gravity, accident pressure and acci
dent thermal loads. In addition, earthquake or wind loading create both 
direct and shear stresses in the dome and the operating temperature of 
the liner creates tension and compression. In the upper area of the 
dome (beyond about 300 above the spring line) where the seismic shears 
are small, seismic shears are carried by dome reinforcing steel lying in 
the plane of principal tension.
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The dome reinforcing steel is spliced to the vertical steel in the 

cylindrical concrete wall, so that a continuity between the dome and the 

cylinder is realized.  

The various loadings on the concrete dome were investigated for their 

effect on the liner and the magnitude of the maximum resulting combined 

stress on the dome liner is 27.2 ksi tension as a.result of test pres

sure load. The maximum compressive stress is -20.7 as determined by the 

factored load equation (a).  

3.2.4.2 Cylinder Analysis 

The analysis of the cylinder is accomplished by the superposition of 

membrane forces resulting from gravity, pressure and thermal loads; 

overturning due to earthquake or wind; and shears due to earthquake or 

wind. The concrete is reinforced circumferentially using steel hoops 

and vertically by straight bars. Diagonal bars are placed to resist the 

horizontal and vertical shears due to earthquake or wind. The required 

capacity of the diagonal bars is determined such that the horizontal 

component per foot of the diagonals is equal to the maximum value of 

shear load and internal pressure load. Although, in the cylinder the 

liner has some capacity available to resist the seismic shears in the 

cylinder and the lower areas of the dome, the diagonal reinforcing is 

designed to accommodate all seismic shears. No credit is taken for the 

dowel action of the vertical and horizontal bars in resisting seismic 

shear.  

The loading on the concrete is analyzed for its effect on the liner.  

Loads are included in the liner by the relative displacements or con

straints imposed on the liner by the concrete, the composite action 

between concrete and steel liner does transmit some loading to the 
liner, but only to the extent of the load transfer capacity of the studs 

welded to the liner.  

An investigation of the liner indicates that a maximum compressive 

stress of -30.4 ksi is induced by the factored load equation (a). The
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maximubi tensile stress in the cylinder is generated under test pressure 

conditions and is equal to 30.3 ksi.  

3.2.4.j Base Slab Analysis 

As stated previously, the base slab is treated as a flat circular plate 
supported on a rigid non-yielding foundation. For loads applied uni
forily around the slab, the analysis considered only a single wedge 
which because of symmetry is representative of the entire base slab.  
For the case of concentrated loads, on the slab, the wedge upon which it 
rests is assurmied to carry the load. Earthquake and wind loading create 
a non-uniform loadiny on the slab.  

For earthquake loads in combination with pressure loads, the outer 
perimeter of the base slab tends to lift off its riyid foundation. The 
analytical model which simulates this condition is a circular flat plate 
with a rigid central region acted upon by earthquake, pressure and dead 

loads.  

Figure 3..4.3-1 displays the condition at the corner where the vertical 
wall ties into the horizontal mat. The deformation of the rock under 
load is very small compared to the deflection required for the rein
forced concrete mat to develop significant flexure. The friction 
provided by the rough rock surface and the keying action of pit-under 
the reactor vessel prevent relative horizontal motion between the mat 
and the rock. A steel area equal to 0.25 percent of area of concrete in 
the mat has been provided as extensions of the steel required in the 
area near the cylindrical wall tillustrated by Figure 3.2.2-1), where 
there are shears anal moments caused by end restraints and by tension 
forces in the wall. All overburden and loose or, broken rock is removeo 
to solid foundation material and backfilled with concrete.  

Since the final grades of backfill material outside of the containment 
will be as shown in Figure 3.2.1-1, there will be a differential earth 
pressure from one exterior face of the containment to another. This 
differential is consioered as a static load on the structure andits
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effectsare included in the analysis results shown in Tables 3.2.3-1 

through 3.2.3-6. Seismic effects of the backfill against the structure 

were considered in the design.  

The above method of analysis used for the base slab discounts the pos

sibility of the base liner plate being stressed to any significant 

degree in its major portion. This can be seen from an examination of 

the maximum stresses in the base liner which shows 5.8 ksi as its height 

value. This is within the criteria.  

3.2.4.4 Discontinuity Stresses 

3.2.4.4.1 Points of Discontinuity 

Discontinuity stresses occur at changes in section or direction of the 

containment shell (i.e., Figure 3.2.4.4.1-1).  

The junction of the cylinder to the dome is a point of discontinuity 

since, under the internal pressure and temperature design conditions, 

the cylinder will tend to increase in diameter somewhat differently than 

the dome. To compute the unrestrained dimensional changes the dome and 

cylinder are considered as steel membranes equivalent to the reinforcing 

steel. The moments and shears are computed by equating the deformations 

of the cylinder and hemispherical dome at the point of juncture and 

solving for deflections, moment, and shears of the cylinder and the 

dome. The moments and shears at this discontinuity are very small in 

magnitude.  

The juncture of the cylindri ical wall and the base mat is another point 

of discontinuity. The analysis of this discontinuity is made on the 

assumpOtion that the reinforcing hoops and liner provide the circum

ferential restraint and the flexural rigidity is based on a cracked 

concrete section. In determining discontinuity moments and shears, the 

mat is considered as offering complete fixity. If the entire concrete 

section of the wall is used in the evaluation of the flexural rigidity, 

a conservatively high value for moments and shears are obtained. As
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cracking occurs and the reinforcement takes up the load, a redistri
bution of stress occurs, and the stiffness of the wall is greatly 
reduced thereby reducing the discontinuity moments and shears. As a 
conservatism in the design, however, the reinforced concrete wall is 
designed to accommodate the moments and shears determined-on a cracked 

section analysis.  

3.2.4.4.2 Discontinuity Equations 

The differential equation (Reference 8, page 468) 

D d 4w + E sh sw Z 
4 E dx2 + -- '-- w -- Z 

dx a 

represents the basis of solution for all problems of symmetrical defor

mation of circular cylindrical shells of constant wall thickness. The 
solution of this differenetial equation is, 

w e- Bx  [BM (sin Bx - cos ax)- (Q cos 8x)] + a 2Z 

U 3D s s 
For the fixed end condition, 

(Wx 1 a 2 Z -0 
Mw o ( M° + Q°) + 0s 0 

X0 2aD 0 

and 
dw_ 1 
-x)  

(2M + Q) 0 ( 0o 22D 0 0 

The nomenclature for the above equations referred to Figure 3.2.4.4.1-1 

and are defined as follows: 

D is the flexural rigidity 

w is the radial-deflection of the wall 
x is the distance from the intersection of the wall and base 

Es is the modulus of elasticity
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a is the mean radius of the wall 
h s is the area of circumferential membrane steel and liner per unit 

height of cylinder 

7 is the load intensity4 

4 a2D

MO is the moment at the base 

QO is the shear at the base 

The moment and shear distribution at the base and above are evaluated0 

from the' preceding equations. This, in turn, permits an analysis of the 
structural sections and dictates the need for reinforcements in the.  
concrete.  

The calculation of the magnitude of the moments and shears, with their 
resulting stresses, permits an evaluation of the liner stresses at the 
juncture of mat and shell. The shear capacity of the studs in the 
vicinity of juncture points is less than 10 percent of the shear 

capacity required to transfer total bending stresses into the liner.0 
For this reason stresses induced in the liner by bending of the concrete 
shell have been neglected.  

3.2.4..5 Buckling Considerations 

The design of the liner takes into consideration buckling of the plate 
under loading. In order to determine the critical buckling stress the 
plate is assumed to be hinge d along EFGH as shown in Figure 3.2.4.5-1.  
This assumption corresponds to buckling mode type III as identified in 
reference 10. The critical buckling stress for the case of equal 
bi-axial compression of the assumed hinged plate EFGH is 38.1 ksi. The 
maximum calculated stresses as shown in Tables 3.2.3-1 through 3.2.3-6 

are -30.4 ksi vertically and -25.0 ksi horizontally and from a Mohr's0 

circle consideration, the normal stress on the assumed hinged plate is 
-29.0 ksi and the shear stress 2.34 ksi. The shear stresses on the 

assumed hinged plate is of such low magnitude that no reduction of
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normal critical buckling stress results. Since the maximum applied 

stress of 29.0 ksi is less than the critical buckling stress of 38.1 

ksi, the plate will not buckle.  

3.2.4.6 Penetration Analysis 

3.L.4.6.1 General Criteria 

The adequacy of penetrations in retaining strengtl, and ductilit Vhile 

preventing leakage is ensured by the following measures: 

1. TIhe materials for all components are selected primarily because of 

their high ouctility.  

2. b design, 611 penetrations can withstand all stresses imposeo on 
them as a result of norial plant operation and the hypothetical 
loss-of-coolant accident. Specifically, tie jcint between the 
penetration sleeve and the building liner plate is reinforced with 
a thickened plate. Th~e sleeve is anchored to the concrete by 
means of stud anchors welded to a steel ring which is, in turn, 
welded to the sleeve. Tie penetration end plates through licl, 

the pipes or electric cable pass are designed to withstand the 
penetration's internal air pressure during normal operation ano 

also the containment internal pressure during hypothetical 

loss-of-coolant accident.  

3. Load transfer around penetrations is based on r,,aintainin con
tinuity of main reinforcing bars which is accomplished by bending 
ano by the addition of uiagoral reinforcing to ensure the transfer 
of tensions, bending moments aiid shears. At the equipment access 
opening, a reinforced concrete ioss is provided to carry stresses 

around the opening arid to resist bending and torsional moments 
created by the load transfer. Again, main reinforeient is bent to 
maintain continuity of stress and additional diagonals are pro
vided to ensure load transfer.
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4. The liner is basically not a load-carrying member and because of 

its integral relationship with the reinforced concrete is sub

jected to the strains which the reinforced Concrete imposes upon 

it. Therefore, the criterion at penetrations is one of consistent 

deformations rather than transfer of load. Nevertheless, the 

liner is reinforced at each penetration according to the rules set 

forth in the ASME Unfired Pressure Vessel Code,, Section VII UG-36.  

An additional conservatism is that the reinforcing requirements 

set forth in the ASME Code are based on unequal bi-axial stresses, 

whereas the liner principal stresses, being dependent on rein

forcing bar strains, are essentially equal. For the penetrations 

the maximum stress at the opening is essentially the same as the 

average nominal stress of the liner.  

5. The weldments of liner to penetration sleeve are of sufficient 

strength to accommodate the stress raisers around the openings.  

These welds shall adhere strictly to ASME Section VIII require

ments for both type and strength. In addition, each weld has a 

channel placed over it (for pressurization and ultimate leak 

testing) which adds strength and stiffness to the welded area and 

assists in reducing stress in the weld and liner plate.  

3.2.4.6.1 Penetration Loading 

The penetration sleeves and end plates are designed to accommodate all 

loads imposed on them. These loads described in Section 2.2 include the 

following: 

1. Internal pressure 

2. Concentrated loads imposed by the sleeve anchors to the concrete 

as the anchors strain in conjunction with wall movement under both 

operating and accident conditions.
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3. Thermal effects due to both gradient and thermal reactions of the 
particular item passing through the sleeve.  

4. Shear, bending and compression due to accident end pressures.  

5. Shear and bending due to seismic movements of the particular item 
passing through the penetration.  

The sleeve and expansion joint are designed to remain within the stress 
limitations imposed by ASME Code Section VIII.  

3.2.4.6.2 Stress Concentration Considerations at Large Penetrations 

Recent experiments (Reference 11) indicate that concrete under tension 
is insensitive to stress concentration effects. Should concentrations 
develop, however, the concrete would crack and the liner would have to 
span over the cracks. Although the liner has sufficient ductility to 
span relatively large cracks, reinforcing steel is used to control 
cracking and to accommodate stress concentrations should they arise.  
Making an analogy to a homogeneous, isotropic elastic material, sub
jected to equal bi-axial strains (since strain is a function of rein
forcing bar stresses), the classical stress concentration factors as set 
forth by Timoshenko in Reference 12 give a magnification factor of 2 as 
the maximum stress occurring at the penetration. This concentration 
effect dampens quickly such that within a diameter of the edge of the 
opening, the stress is virtually the same as the unmagnified stress.  

To accommodate these wall stresses, the main reinforcing bars are 
uninterrupted by bending the reinforcing bars around the penetration.  
In addition, reinforcing steel, equal in area to the area of reinforcing 
bent around the penetration, is supplied. This approach is conservative 
because of the following: 

1. Experiments indicate very small stress raisers in concrete.
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2. Additional reinforcing is provided to resist stress raiser factors 

of two although this factor occurs only at the edge of the 

opening.  

3. The liner has sufficient strength and ductility to span any cracks 

in the concrete.  

The pressure forces on the penetration result in moments and shears on 

the wall at the edge of the opening. This effect is damped out by the 

restraint of the horizontal bars on local deformations. Bars radial to 

the opening are provided to resist these effects.  

3.2.4.7 Seismic Analysis 

3.2.4.7.1 General 

As indicated in Section 2, the design of the containment, which is a 

Class I structure, utilizes the "response spectrum" approach in the 

analysis of the dynamic loads imparted by earthquake. The seismic 

design is based on the acceleration response spectrum curves developed 

.by G. Housner for the ground. acceleration at El Centro. Seismic 

accelerations have been computed as outlined in References 2 and 3.  

Seismic loads induced in the liner are based on the liner acting com

positly with reinforced concrete shell. The liner is not considered as 

a separate load carrying member in the seismic design of the containment 

shell. However, stresses induced in the liner by its composite action 

with the concrete are considered evaluating resultant stress levels in 

the liner.  

Damping factors used in containment design are as indicated in Table 

3.2.4.7-1.  

S
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The ground acceleration has been determined to be O.lg applied hori
zontally, and 0.05g applied vertically. These values have been r esolved 
as conservative numbers based upon the recommendations from Dr. Lynch, 
Director of Seismic Observatory, Fordham University.  

3.2.4.7.2 Stress Analysis 

The natural period of vibration is computed by the Rayleigh method; 
(Reference 2, page 263) in this method the containment structure is 
analyzed as a simple cantilever intimately associated with the rock base 
and with broad base secti *ons of adequate strength to assure full and 
continued elastic response during seismic motions. Further, both bend
ing and shear deformations are considered (see Figure 3.2.4.7.2-1).  

The structure is divided into sections of equal length and loaded 
laterally by dead weight of the. section and any equipment and live load 
occurring at the,section. Deflections caused by shear and moments are 
then determined and the end deflection is given the value ~'=1.0 with 
corresponding values determined for other sections. The natural period 
of vibration (T) for the structure is then determined by the relation: 

112 

T 27Y C)So 2dm 

91' dm.  

This expression is derived by setting potential energy equal to kinetic 
energy and solving for T, wherein terms are defined as follows: 

Y 0 Maximum Actual Deflection 

Deflection of Section Under Consideration 
Maximum Actual Deflection 

g.= Acceleration Due to Gravity 

dm = Weight of Section Under Consideration
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Using the derived Period, T, and entering the average acceleration 
spectral curves, Figures 3.2.4.7.2-2 and 3.2.4.7.2-3, and applying 2 
per- cent critical damping, a spectral acceleration for the containment 

is selected. Since this average curve is based upon a ground0 

acceleration 0.33g, the average spectral acceleration is multiplied by 

0.1/0.33 for the containment structure acceleration with the seismic 

loading to be used for this plant. This value is derived to determine 

the base shear. The distribution of base shear will be upon a0 

triangular loading assumption based upon the formula (see Figure 

3.2.4.7.2-1).  

Vw~ h0 

w h 

where 

F~ x lateral force applied to a level designated as x 

V = total lateral load or shear at the base 

w = that portion of total load which is located at the level 

designated as x 

2;wh = summation of the products of all wxhx for the 

structure.  

This formula, taken from Reference 13, yields a load distribution 

pattern with zero loading at the base to a maximum loading at the spring 
line of the dome. Above th is line the loading will somewhat decrease 
due to a change in section and consequently change in weight. This load 
distribution allows the determination of shears and moments at any 

critical section through the containment from which the appropriate unit 

stresses are obtained.  

A summary of the stresses computed for earthquake loading is included in 

Section 3.2.3.  

3.2.4.8 Stresses During Overpressure Testing0 

It will be assumed that during the 115 percent pressure test of the 

containment at 54 psig, the liner will contribute to the net overall
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cross-sectional strength of the structure to resist membrane forces.  
Since the liner will be anchored to the shell by Nelson Studs at appro
priate intervals, elastic stability will be assured and the liner will 
not be loaded beyond a 95 percent yield. Results of the calculations 
for the overpressure test indicate maximum stresses of 30.3 ksi in the 
liner which are within the allowance of 95 percent of yi eld. Tables 
3.2.3-7 and 3.2.3-8 show the liner stresses resulting from test pressure 
load at representative points in the structure as indicated in Figure 
2.3.1-1.  

3.2.4.9 Thermal Expansion During Accident 

The liner will make only a small contribution to the structural capa
bility of the total containment under an accident loading condition. It 
will tend to expand faster than the concrete at increased temperature, 
and therefore, will be stressed first in-tension, due to pressure build
up, and then in compression, as a result of temperature rise.  
Insulation material will be applied to the-lower 20 feet on the inside, 
of the liner cylinder to maintain stresses within the design criteria 
and to ensure elastic stability.  

The maximum liner stresses, computed for this condition, is 30.4 ksi, 

which is within the design criteria.
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4.0 PENETRATIONS 

4.1 GENERAL 

In general, a penetration consists of a sleeve embedded in the concrete 

wall and welded to the containment liner. Piping penetrations pass 

through an embedded sleeve and the ends of the resulting annulus are 

closed off, either by welded end plates, bolted flanges or a combination 

of these.* Provision is made for differential expansion and misalign

ment between pipe or cartridge, and sleeve. The cartridges, however, 

have no expansion provisions as they are only connected at one end.  

Penetrations are designed with double seals so as to permit continuous 

pressurization during plant operation to prevent outleakage in the event 

of a loss-of-coolant accident. In addition, small steel channels are 

welded over all joints in the containment vessel liner to form chambers 

which also permit continuous pressurization to demonstrate the integrity 

of the penetration-to-liner weld joint. Pressurizing connections are 

provided to continuously demonstrate the integrity of the penetration 

assemblies. Pressure in the penetrations and liner joint channels is 

maintained as 50 psig which is above containment incident pressure but 

less than the maximum overpressure. This is accomplished by the Con

tainment Penetration Pressurization System. This system also allows 

introduction of Freon or a similar tracer gas for. leak detection as may 

be required should consumption of pressurizing air be excessive. These 

provisions, in addition to the Isolation Valve Seal Water System, 

effectively block all containment leakage paths.  

* Electrical penetrations and the equipment hatch pass through an 

embedded sleeve but the ends are not closed off outside the contain
ment building.  
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4.L TYPES 

4.L.I ELECTRICAL PENETRATIONS 

"Cartridge" type penetrations are used for all electrical conductors 
passing through the containment. The penetrations are provided with a 
pressure connection to allow co ntainuous pressurization. Ceramic type 
seal s are used to provide a pressure barrier for the conductors.  
T)pical electrical penetrations are shown in Figure 4.2.1-1.  

4.2.2 PIPING PENETRATIONS 

Double barrier piping penetrations are provided for all piping passirg 
through the containment. The pipe is centered in the embedded sleeve 
which is welded to the liner. End plates are welded to thepipe at both 
ends of the sleeve. Several pipes may pass through the same embedded 
sleeve to minimize the number of penetrations required. In this case, 
each pipe is welded to both end plates. A connection to the penetration 
sleeve is provided to allow continuous pressurization of the compartment 
formed uetween the piping and the embedded sleeve. In the case of pip
ing carrying hot fluid, the pipe is insulated and cooling is proviaea to 
maintain the concrete teriperature adjoining the embedded sleeve at or 
below 150 F. Typical piping penetrations are shown in Figure 4.2.2-1.  

4.2.3 EQJIPVIENT AND PERSONNEL ACCESS HATCHES 

An equipient hatch is provided which i s fabricatea from wel eei steel ar6 
furnished with a double-gasketed flange and bolted dished door. The 
hatch barrel is embeddeo in the containment wall and weldea to the 
liner. Provision is made to continuously pressurize the space between 
the double gaskets of the door flanges and the weld seam channels at the 
liner joint, hatch flanges and dished door. Pressure is relieved from 
the double gasket spaces prior to opening the joints. The personnel 
hatch is a aouble door, mechanically-latched, welded steel assembly. A 
quick-acting type, equalizing valve connects the personnel hatch with 
the interior of the containment vessel for the purposes of equalizing
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pressure in the two systems when entering or to prevent both being 
opened simultaneously and to ensure that one door is completely closec 

before the opposite door can be opened. Remote indicating lights and 

annunciators situated in the control room indicate the door operational 

status. An emergency lighting and communication system operating from 

an external emergency supply is provided in'the lock interior.  

Emergency access to either the inner door, from the containment 

interior; or to the outer door, from outside is possible by the use of 

special ooor unlatching tools.  

4.2.4 FUEL TRANSFER PENETRATION 

A fuel transfer penetration is provided for fuel movemerit between the 

refueling transfer canal in the reactor containment and the spent fuel 

pit. The penetration consists of a 20 inch stainless steel pipe 

installed inside a 24 inch pipe. The inner pipe acts as the transfer 

tube and is fitted with a pressurized oouble-gasketed blind flange in 

the refueling canal and a standard gate valve in the spent fuel pit.  

This arrangement prevents leakage through the transfer tube in the event 

of an accident. The outer pipe is welded to. the containment liner and 

provision is made, by use of a special seal ring, for pressurizin% all 

welbs essential to the integrity of the penetration during plant oper

ation. Bellows expansion joints are provided on the pipes to compensate 

for any differential movement between the two pipes or other struc

tures. The fuel transfer penetration is shown in Figure 4.2.4-1.  

4.2.5 CONTAINMENT SUPPLY AND EXHAUST PURGE DUCTS 

The ventilation system purge ducts are each equipped witl, two quick

acting tight-sealing valves (one inside and outside of the containment) 

to be used for isolation purposes. Tlie val es are manually remotely 

opened for containment purging but are automatically closed upon a 

signal of high containment pressure or high contain;iert radiation 

level. The space. between tie valves is pressurized above design 

pressure while the valves are normally closed during plant operation.
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4.2.6 SUMP PENETRATIONS

The piping penetration in the containmentisump area is welded directly 
to the base liner. The weld to the liner is shrouded by a test channel 
which is used to demonstrate the integrity of the liner. This sump pipe 
has a normally open butterfly valve at its inlet end. This valve can be 
remotely closed in the event of a leak in the sump pipe or first valve.  

4.2.7 DOME PENETRATION 

An opening is located in the dome at the top of the vessel. This open
ing is for construction ventilation and will be permanently closed at 
the conclusion of the construction work.  

4.2.8 TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION OPENINGS 

Temporary construction openings are provided in positions most suitable 
*for facilitating equipment access. Reinforcement of the liner is neces
sary in these areas. The opening will be permanently closed after the 
equipment is in place and before the containment is completed and 

finally tested.  

4.3 DESIGN OF PENETRATIONS 

All personnel locks and any portion of the equipment access door extend
ing beyond the concrete shell conform in all respects to the require
ments of ASME Section VIII Nuclear Vessel Code. The weldments of liner 
to penetration sleeve are of sufficient strength to accommodate stress 
concentrations and adhere strictly to ASME Code Section VIII require
ments for both type and strength. Liner reinforcements are designed to 
support penetrations in the appropriate portion of the liner plate 
during shop testing, shipping and field erection.
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4.4 LEAK TESTING OF PENETRATIONS

A proof test will be applied to each penetration by pressurizing the 

necessary areas to 54 psig. This pressure will be maintained for a 

sufficient time to allow soap bubble and Freon sniff tests of all welbs 

and mating surfaces. Any leaks found are to be repaired and retested; 

this procedure to be repeated until no leaks exist..  

All penetrations, the personnel air lock and the equipment hatches will 

be uesigned with double seals which will be normally pressurized at 50 

psig. Individual testing at 115 percent of containment design pressure 

is also possible.  

4.5 STkESS ANALYSIS OF PENETRATIONS 

Sufficient reinforcement is' being provided around penetrations in the 

concrete cylinder wall to maintain strains within the elastic range.  

Since deformation of the liner is limited by deformation of the support

ing concrete cylinder wall strains in the liner cue to the discontinuity 

at the opening are maintained at or below yield.
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5.0 FABRICATION, ERECTION AND TESTING

5.1 GENERAL 

A specification package for the containment building liner was prepared 

by United Engineers and Constructors, Inc., subcontractor to Westing
house to cover the furnishing of all tools, equipment, material, labor, 

and supervision necessary to detail, fabricate, deliver, unload, test 
and erect all material required for the leak proof liner complete with 

all appurtenances, for the containment building in conformance with the 
applicable engineering drawings, including design, fabrication and 

erection of structural supports for placing concrete on the dome.  

The specifications define the scope of work, codes, materials, fabri

cation, erection, inspection and testing procedures as well as the 
sequence of erection to be followed. They also delineate the respon

sibilities of the Chicago Bridge and Iron Co., subcontractor to U.E. for 
this portion of the work.  

0e 

5.2 CHICAGO BRIDGE AND IRON CO. SHOP FABRICATION 

Complete facilities for shop fabricating all components were provided by 
CB and I's eastern manufacturing plant located at Greenville, Mercer 

County, Pennsylvania and New Castle, New Castle County, Delaware. All 
portions of the liner were fabricated in accordance with materials as 

outlined in the specifications. Mill Test Reports of the materials 
which are on file at U.E. and Westinghouse were reviewed by U.E. and 

Westinghouse, and a representative from the AEC, to assure their 
compliance with the specifications. All shop fabrication was done in 

accordance with th6 best shop practices as regards edge treatment, 

alignment and general workmanship. All vertical, flat and dome plates 

were single vee grooved for erection welding in accordance with the 

details shown on the drawings. All pieces were fabricated in sections 

as large as practical for field erection to reduce the number of field 

welds.  

All penetration sleeves to which attachments are made were prepafed for 

welding and fabricated in accordance with the drawing details. The
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equipment hatch was completely shop fabricated, assembled and tested 

before shipment. The personnel lock was fabricated, tested and shipped 

in accordance with the drawing and specifications. The surface of all 

shell and dome plates were pickled. No painting was required on 

exterior surface of plates. No heating or hammering of plates was 

allowed for straightening purposes; only pressing or other methods, 

which would prevent damage to the plates, was permitted.  

5.3 FIELD ERECTION 

5.3.1 GENERAL 

The various components of the liner were erected in accordance with the 

specifications. First, the knuckle was installed, then the bottom 
plates and walls were started simultaneously. The bottom liner includ

ing the sumps were completed first then the walls and dome were 

completed. Channels to permit pressurization and leak checking were 

installed and the entire bottom plate assembly (excepting sumps) was 

pressurized and tested. After the installation of the knuckle plate 

ring, which makes the transition from the bottom plate to the cylind

rical portion of the liner, the three foot concrete flo.or was poured 

over the bottom liner plate. The balance of the cylindrical portion was 

erected in rings nine feet in height to the spring line level Erection 

continued on the dome until completion.  

All penetration sleeves were installed with their associated pressure 

channels and they, too, were then tested. Brackets for lights, crane 

conductors, etc., were also installed.  

All lugs attached to the liner plates for erection purposes, were 

removed by chipping and projections were ground smooth.  

Placement of channels for pressurizing and testing of the cylinder and 

dome welds proceeded by zones with each zone being individually tested 

for leaks.  
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During erection, adequate temporary bracing such as struts and similar 

items were provided in order to assure that the proper round shape of 

the structure was maintained. Out of roundness and plumbness tolerances 

of the structure were closely controlled in order to keep deviations 

within specified allowances.  

Welding of the liner was'done in accordance with the welding require

ments of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. At the present time, 

the erection of the liner has been completed excepting for two openings 

left in place and required for further construction and equipment 

installation.  

5.3.2 LINER BULGE 

During erection an inward bulge, somewhat beyond the tolerances allowed 

by the specifications, occurred in a portion of the liner in the refuel

ing transfer tube. The bulge was corrected by the use of hydraulic 

jacks which were placed at various points on the plate. By this 

mechanism, the bulge was reduced to within allowable tolerances. More 

details are presented in Appendix 5C.  

5.4 INSPECTION AND TESTING 

5.4.1 WELD RADIOGRAPHY 

For the liner complete radiograph is made of the first 10 feet of full 

penetration weld made by each welder or welding operation. A minimum of 

a 12-inch "spot" radiograph is made on every 50 feet of weld thereafter 

on the side walls and dome except where back-up plates are used. Any 

defects shown by "spot" radiographs require radiographing of adjacent 
"spots" and any resultings defects require that all of the welding per

formed by the welder by 100 percent radiographed to determine the end of 

defect. In accordance with ASME Code, the radiograph films are given to 

the contractor for his review.
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All defects shown by radiographing are removed, repaired and inspected 

in accordance with the requirements for the original welds. In loca

tions where radiography is not possible, such as the lower courses of 

shell plates where backup plates are used, the liner fabricator welds on 

a 2" long overrun coupon. The overrun is chipped off, marked for 

location and given to the contractor for testing.  

5.4.2 CONSTRUCTION TESTS 

During erection of the liner the following inspection and tests were 

performed.  

5.4.2.1 On Bottom Liner Plate 

1.. Coupon Testing 

2. Vacuum Box Test 

3. Strength Test 

4. Leak Test 

5.4.2.2, On Cylindrical Walls and Dome 

1. Spot Radiograph 

2. Vacuum Box Test 

3. Strength Test 

4. Leak Test 

5-.4.2.3 On Penetrations 

1. Leak Test 

2. Other Leak and Strength Tests of Penetration. Internals to be 

performed by others in the future.  

5.4 .3 LEAK RATE TEST 

After completion of the entire containment structure when locks, hatches 

and all electrical and piping penetrations are in place, a post

construction leak rate test-will be co'nducted as well as a 115 percent 

overpressure test.  
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6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A review of the preceeding Sections 1 through 5 indicates the following: 

a) Containment criteria applicable to the liner was developed and is 

reported in this document.  

b) A favorable review of the adequacy of the criteria has been made .by 

N. M. Newmark and W. J. Hall and has been reported in Reference 14.  

c) This report delineates the design analysis that was prepared to 

demonstrate the compliance with the criteria.  

d) This report further shows the completeness of the analysis as proven 

by the loading diagrams (Section 2), stress analysis and results 

(Section 3), design of penetrations (Section 4) and fabrication, 

erection and testing procedures that were followed.  

'Thus, in the foregoing it is shown that the liner meets the criterion of 

maintaining stresses below 0.95 specified minimum yield at normal 

operating temperature and the criterion for buckling.  

Therefore, it can be concluded that the IPP-2 Containment Liner fulfills 

the requirements necessary to provide a safe vapor barrier for the 

plant.
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